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Abstract
This paper provides 2D to 3D conversion system
based on dark channel prior. This method has low
computation and high performance on outdoor scene.
However traditional dark channel results suffer from
noise that generated from wrong assumption to
monocular cues. We use scene estimation and cubicspline interpolation to reduce these artifacts from finding
the global depth map. By applying HHT object-based
filtering, the algorithm can smooth the depth map and
increase quality of viewing experience.

1. Introduction
As 3D technology matured, there are much more
needs in 3D contents than before. People can use stereo
matching to get binocular cues and rendered the
corresponding 3D video [1]. However there are still lots
of video sequences that lack of stereo view and cannot
applied stereo matching to get the depth information.
Therefore some research focus on how to estimate depth
information from monocular cues. In [2] they proposed a
conversion system based on relative size, which is a
strong depth cue during small viewing distance. While in
[3], Cheng et al. proposed a 2D to 3D conversion system
considering edge information to group the image into
regions. [4] presented an algorithm to refine depth map
with dark channel prior and color saturation.
Although 2D to 3D conversion is an ill-posed
problem in signal processing, we can still using some
monocular cues for depth map estimation. The proposed
method uses dark channel prior as overall estimation.
However lack of boundary message and scene
information, the quality of dark channel based depth map
is poor to watch. We then apply scene estimation and
HHT filter to refine the depth map and generate
comfortable 3D content.
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Figure 1. Proposed 2D to 3D conversion system

2. Proposed Method
The system first uses dark channel prior for coarse
depth estimation. Scene estimation is then applied in
order to refine the depth map. We provided object-based
depth filtering to refine the edge of depth map. In Fig. 1,
we show the system diagram of our proposed method.

2.1. Dark Channel Prior
We first adopt dark channel prior to estimate depth
information from perspective monocular cue. The main
purpose of applying dark channel prior is to estimate the
atmosphere light, which is an important cue in outdoor
scene. In [5] it states that in the most of the region that
do not cover the sky, there is at least on color channel
that have some really low pixel intensity. And in these
images, these low intensity pixel contribute to the air
light.
J dark ( x)  min ( min ( J c ( y ))),
c{r , g , b} y ( x )
(1)
where Jc is a color channel of J and Ω(x) is a local
patch centered at x. Jdark the dark channel of J. The
patch size here is very critical to the depth map quality.
If we use improper patch size, the result may be too
coarse to synthesis or may have many high frequency
noises which can contribute to uncomfortable viewing
experience.

2.2. Scene Estimation
Traditional dark channel prior is very sensitive to
noise signal, therefore may cause cue confliction on
some region. We use scene estimation to analyze global
depth intensity and can remove so local noise caused by
dark channel. According to dark channel prior, we
choose the highest value and lowest value for scene
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h( x)   IMF ( j , h( x)).

TABLE I
THE SCENE ESTIMATION PROCESS

j 0

Iterative process a) to g):
a) select local maxima or minima a
b) select local maxima or minima b
c) assign four vertex intensity from 0~255.
d) use cubic_spline interpolation to synthesis global
depth map from four vertex point, boarder on the
left(top), point a, point b, boarder on the
right(bottom)
e) compare original depth and interpolate depth map,
output the total difference Di.
f)
if Di<Dmin update the new parameter and local
maxima, minima point a, b.
g) repeat a) to f) to find the difference minima

(4)

By using (4), we can set a threshold p to separate
row signals that represent the textures (5) and objects (6).


Tex( RowI ,k ( x))   IMF ( j,RowI ,k ( x)),
j p

(5)

p 1

Obj ( RowI ,k ( x))   IMF ( j ,RowI ,k ( x)),
j 0

(6)

Also for column signals, we use the same way to get
textures part (7) and objects part (8).


Tex(ColI ,l ( y))   IMF ( j,ColI ,l ( y)),
j p

(7)

p 1

estimation. And apply cubic-spline interpolation to
generate depth plane. The pseudo code is shown as in
Table I.
The proposed method repeat Table I. for finding
both x-direction and y-direction minima, and then
combined two result to synthesis the final scene depth.
Fig. 2(a) is the result of depth prior, and Fig 2(b) is the xdirection assumption. Fig. 2(c) shows the y-direction
estimation and in Fig. 2(d) is the combined image for
overall scene estimation.

Obj (ColI ,l ( y ))   IMF ( j ,ColI ,l ( y )).
j 0

(8)

The final energy map E(x,y) is defined by (9), the
higher the energy map the higher the possibility that is
belong to boundary region. We can therefore refined the
depth map according to these information, since human
are very sensitive to boundary in stereo vision
En( x, y )  max{

Obj ( RowI , y ( x)) Obj (ColI , x ( y ))
,
}.
x
y

(9)

2.4. Depth Image-Based Rendering

(a)

In order to synthesis red-cyan image, we adopt a 3D
voxel image completion method [8]. The layer based
image depth rendering can provide better visual quality
and less computation overhead.

(b)

3. Experiment Result
Fig 3. shows the result of our proposed method. The
first row is original color image. The second row is the
depth prior assumption. The third row is our scene
estimation with both x-direction and y-direction. The
object-based depth filtering is shown in the fourth row,
and the results of DIBR are shown in the final row.

(c)
(d)
Figure 2. The results of scene estimation.

2.3. Object-Based Depth Filtering
By applying Hilbert Huang decomposition, we can
refine the object boundary which is very essential while
watching 3D [6]. Hilbert Huang transform (HHT) [7] can
decompose non-stationary and nonlinear stochastic
signals such as tides or electrocardiography into several
intrinsic mode functions (IMF). The algorithm first
separates the edge of the textures and edge of the objects.
And then depth map is refined by the regrouping pixels.
(2) and (3) shows that image I(x,y) is separated into row
signals and column signals.
RowI ,k ( x)  I ( x, k ),
ColI ,l ( y )  I (l , y ).

The generic function h(x) is the sum of different IMF.

(2)
(3)

4. Conclusions
We proposed a 2D to 3D conversion system which
use aerial perspective cue to estimate the depth
information. At first stage dark channel prior is applied
to acquire coarse depth map. Then we use scene
estimation to generate the approximate depth plane.
Hilbert Huang decomposition is used to refine the depth
map, we can divide the frequency into two parts
including object the textures. The overall system can
provide better viewing experience than only use dark
channel to guess monocular cues. However our method
is mainly affected by the original assumption, which is
the image have strong aerial perspective cue. Therefore it
is restricted to only outdoor scenes.
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